


Preparing a sermon

Study which brings out the intended meaning of words 
and sentences is called EXEGESIS.  
Prayer, time and effort need to be married to sound methods 
of interpretation. Avoiding any of these is likely to produce 
less than sound interpretation. 

B) Be weary of plain/ obvious meaning of the text being 
relegated by  :
1) Mystery seekers ... Ie an inordinate emphasis placed on 
meaning of names, or the numerical value attached to the 
Hebrew letters. Always looking for a hidden meaning that no 
one else has ever seen. This is not bad when it does not 
contradict the " plain meaning " , the " obvious meaning" of 
the text. 

2) Allegory : using Old testament illustration is good. But to 
replace the obvious meaning with a hidden allegory is 
dangerous. Eg Abrahams servant bringing back a bride , 
might be a good illustration of the bride of Christ, but it was 
not the intended meaning of that text. Illustrations need to 
be seen as parallels , not the actual meaning. 

3) human reasoning: ie to rationalise miracles, explain 
away the complicated.

A rule of thumb in Preaching is " Don't study to get a 
sermon" . Study, study, study and then the sermon is a small 
result of the depth of the study. 

Expository preaching:
1) the passage governs the sermon : 



2) conveys a big idea, a concept... Which comes from the 
text
3) the concept is applied to the preacher, if it doesn't work in 
him it doesn't work for the hearers
4) the concept is applied to hearers. Practical use. 

C. Questions to ask before you preach on a passage of 
scripture: 
1) what does God expect of me as I preach?
- remember it's His word
- approach the word with amazement and awe
- believe all that's written there
2) what do the words actually mean
3) what is the immediate and wider context 
- in the sentence, in the chapter , in the book, narrative. 
4) what is the historical setting
5) what light do other parts of scripture shed on this 
passage
6) in what way does this passage point to Christ

4 Things to help us improve our understanding of 
Scripture
1) be baptised in the Holy Spirit
2) improve Bible knowledge
3) read commentaries, systematic theology, biographies etc
4) know how to use Greek/ Hebrew dictionaries, 
concordances, Bible dictionaries , interlinear Bibles etc

Preaching with good doctrine will result in
1) God being worshipped and adored



2) The role of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit will be 
understood in salvation.
3) Believers will know their privileges as children of God
4) Believers will not be confused on HOW to live
5) The church will testify , their lives will proclaim Jesus
6) The church will know the road to Holiness , and how to 
stay on it
7) church life will be healthy
8) Prayer life will be deep 
9) people will encounter God
10) signs will follow the preaching of the word.
Even if you are preparing a motivational or a topical or a 
practical message, it is wise to base the message in a 
passage , rather than in a concept. 

Preparing the sermon from the text:
1) select passage: 

2) study your passage and gather your notes: 
the context: ie the passage sits within a chapter, book and 
has a historical setting

 the importance of a BIG idea: there can be numerous 
sub points, but a big idea is essential. You need to 
recognize the main subject and then how the idea develops 
in the text.
To get the big idea ask... What is the writer talking about? 
Then when you develop the idea ask " what am I talking 
about with this idea" 

3) to understand the meaning of a text ask 3 Questions
A) what does it mean? What is the original , plain meaning
 B) prove it. Ie is it true that it means that?



          - check meaning against sound theology in other texts
C) what difference does that make? Ie apply it. 
         - what do modern listeners share with the original 
listeners
         - can we identify with the original Bible people's 
responses/ failures

4) state the big idea in the most memorable way 
possible with the audience in mind
- make each word count
- chose words they will remember
- in a way they know you talking to them

5) determine the purpose of the sermon: eg into connect 
group, saved etc

6) decide how to accomplish the purpose: story or 
deductive ( proving your thesis) , or inductive ( develop an 
argument, build a case) 

7) outline the sermon:
Usually : intro, body, conclusion
8) filling the sermon outline.
- restate ideas
- define, explain
- factual info
- illustration
9) prep your intro and conclusion
Introductions uncover needs, get attention, introduces the 
body of the sermon

Conclusions: like landing a plane , are very Nb: summary, 
revisit the need/ question.




